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nuclear weapons and international conflict theories
and May 17 2024
since 1945 a vast sophisticated and contradictory literature has developed on the
implications of nuclear weaponry for patterns of international conflict and war 1 this
theoretical and empirical work has principally focused on the conflict effects of these
weapons for the interaction of nuclear armed states although a growing number of stud

weapons desire and the making of war taylor francis
online Apr 16 2024
the article argues this understanding of weaponry can be usefully applied to reinterpret
debates over the nature of war insecurity and technological development it shows how
minimising the political efficacy of weapons limits contemporary understanding of these
events

notes on nuclear weapons and intersectionality in
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theory and Mar 15 2024
understanding and resisting nuclear weapons and achiev ing nuclear abolition require an
intersectional approach in theory and practice that can illuminate how these weapons are
part of a broader system of oppression and inequality underscored by militarism capi talism
patriarchy and racism

weapons and violence a review of theory and research
Feb 14 2024
this paper reviews available theories of weapon related behavior and identifies a number of
motivations for weapon carrying such as self defense victim coercion causing harm and self

military theory weapons and warfare Jan 13 2024
in the british german and red armies it is possible to speak of a flowering of military theory
caused by a number of factors the complexity of military operations in world war i led to
intense debate and the search for lessons for future war the reduced military budgets in the
1920s and the rapid development of military technology in the
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weapons and violence a review of theory and research
Dec 12 2023
this paper reviews available theories of weapon related behavior and identifies a number of
motivations for weapon carrying such as self defense victim coercion causing harm and self
presentation

fire power the british army weapons theories of war
1904 Nov 11 2023
fire power the british army weapons theories of war 1904 1945 dominick bidwell dominick
graham pen and sword oct 1 2004 history 344 pages this is without doubt the finest book

nuclear weapons and international conflict theories
and Oct 10 2023
this theoretical and empirical work has principally focused on the conflict effects of these
weapons for the interaction of nuclear armed states although a growing number of studies
have explored the impact of a state s possession of nuclear weapons on the behavior of
nonnuclear opponents
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weapons and violence a review of theory and research
Sep 09 2023
this review aims to describe existing theories of weapon carrying and weapon use while
suggesting new directions for theoretical explanations of these behaviors in addition
research identifying correlates of weapon carrying and weapon use at intergroup and
interpersonal levels are presented

weaponry an overview sciencedirect topics Aug 08
2023
weaponry divides arbitrarily into implements with a potential for war and real weapons
intended for offensive and or defensive purposes bows and arrows points axe blades knives
and daggers made of various organic or nonorganic materials belong to the first category

autonomous weapon systems and jus ad bellum ai
society Jul 07 2023
in this article we focus on the scholarly and policy debate on autonomous weapon systems
aws and particularly on the objections to the use of these weapons which rest on jus ad
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bellum principles of proportionality and last resort

modern warfare a study of men weapons and theories
Jun 06 2023
modern warfare a study of men weapons and theories shelford bidwell allen lane 1973
history 242 pages

fire power the british army weapons theories of war
1904 May 05 2023
the tenacity and endurance shown by the attackers and defenders alike and the sheer
ingenuity of the siege operations mounted by both sides make the episode an epic of
military history and the

fire power british army weapons and theories of war
1904 Apr 04 2023
the application of mathematics to warfare is possible in many situations especially in
relation to matters that involve the range rate of fire accuracy and effectiveness of missile
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weapons such as bow and arrows and firearms

weapons and warfare wikipedia Mar 03 2023
weapons and warfare purnell s illustrated encyclopedia of modern weapons and warfare is a
partwork originating with purnell in 1967 1969 republished under the phoebus brand its
contributors and editors included bill gunston aviation ian v hogg land weapons john
batchelor illustrations and editor bernard fitzsimons

war weapons and conspiracy theories inside airman
teixeira Feb 02 2023
jack teixeira the air national guardsman implicated in a vast leak of classified documents
was fixated on weapons mass shootings shadowy conspiracy theories and proving he was
in the

modern warfare a study of men weapons and theories
Jan 01 2023
modern warfare a study of men weapons and theories hardcover january 1 1973 book
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recommendations author interviews editors picks and more read it now

fire power the british army weapons and theories of
war Nov 30 2022
fire power the british army weapons and theories of war 1904 1945 pen sword military
classics paperback march 19 2005 this is without doubt the finest book about the crucial
role that artillery played in the two world wars of the twentieth century

weapons effect wikipedia Oct 30 2022
the weapons effect is a controversial theory described and debated in the scientific field of
social psychology it refers to the mere presence of a weapon or a picture of a weapon
leading to more aggressive behavior in humans particularly if these humans are already
aroused 1

u s considers expanded nuclear arsenal a reversal of
Sep 28 2022
china s expansion and russia s threats of using nuclear weapons in ukraine and in space
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have changed a u s drive to reduce nuclear weapons by julian e barnes and david e sanger
reporting
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